**Patient’s Experience Made Better**  
*By Kaitlyn V. Bausler*

The End of Life Care Committee graciously thanks Donna Mohler, physical rehab aide and clerk here at Bartlett, for making beautiful comfort quilts for our unit. Her quilts are a great addition to the Medical/Surgical unit. We hope they will bring some relief to our patients and families who are receiving comfort and/or end of life care at Bartlett Regional Hospital.

Comfort quilts aid in turning a regular hospital room into a soothing, personal, and homey place in hopes of providing the best quality environment for a person towards the end of life.

If you would like to donate a knitted, crocheted, or quilted blanket for our “comfort quilts”, please contact the End of Life Care Committee at Bartlett Regional Hospital.

Committee members: Liz Bishop, RN, CAM; Kaitlyn Bausler, RN and Wendi Wilke, RN.

---

**Thank You!**  
*By Debbie Gleaton*

Thank you, Food & Nutrition Services, for all you did to help make Hospital Week a success.

We will be closing early on June 11 at 1:00 pm to celebrate the outstanding job everyone in Food Services has been doing.

Thank you, for all you do!

---

**Bartlett Beginnings at the Juneau Baby Expo!**  
*By Karen White*

The Juneau Baby Expo "Beyond the Bump" was held on Saturday, May 23rd at the JACC.

The Expo showcased local vendors and resources that specialize in maternity products, post-partum resources and family services.

---

**HR Notes**

**WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE INJURED AT WORK**

1. Get first aid or medical care immediately if needed.

2. Tell your Supervisor or Human Resources about the injury right away.
3. You must file an online BRH Occurrence Report through RL Solutions, even if you did not receive medical care.
   - Go to your internet favorites (on a BRH computer) and then, under the folder “Occurrence Report,” click the internet explorer link for “Occurrence Report- Live”. Log into RL Solutions with your system user name and password.
   - Choose the Employee Event icon.
   - Document and submit the details of your work-related injury or illness.
   - When you have completed the injury event details, at the top of the page you will find a link that takes you to the CBJ website so that you can also then complete the State of Alaska, Department of Labor “Report of Occupational Injury or Illness” form.
     - Choose the link that is titled “Employee Report of Occupational Injury Form” to complete the online form. Follow the instructions as indicated.
   - If for any reason you are unable to complete the “Report of Occupational Injury or Illness” form through the link to the CBJ webpage, you can obtain a paper copy of this form to fill out from BRH Human Resources, the House Nursing Supervisor, or Patient Access Services.

4. Provide the completed “Report of Occupational Injury or Illness” form to the Human Resources Department.

---

**New Employees**

Stephanie Knudson, PAS Representative
Jenna Hiestand, MD, Psych Services Director
Tonya Lobauh, CSR Technician
Brady Ingledue, Micro Netwk Supp Spec
Raquel Corporuz, Patient Observer
Brian Dulka, Materials Mgmt Buyer
Ronald Ross, CN III OR/SS
Ashley Gundersen, OR/SS Scheduler
Duane Hue, Patient Observer
Regena Deck, PRN Level III ED
Kristen Hussak, Ultrasound Tech I
Lauren Gaffaney, CNA I CCU
Evan Tuiqalau, Diet Aide
Caroline Levale, PAS Representative
Ashley Buck, Patient Observer

---

**Denim Divas Raise $$$ for ACS!**

*By Rachel Fitzhugh*

We raised $1670.00 from the Denim Days and $260.00 from the Auction (totals are still not finalized just yet…we may have a few more dollars yet to be tallied up).

So, Bartlett Regional Hospital’s Denim Divas have raised at least $1930.00 for the American Cancer Society and exceeded our goal because of the amazing generosity of Bartlett employees to get “Casual for a Cause” with the Third Annual Denim Days.

---

**Hospital Week Water Bottles**

It’s not too late if you didn’t pick-up your Hospital Week Employee Gift!

We still have reusable water bottles available and we’ve also ordered additional water bottles which are now for sale. You may buy an additional water bottle for $13.00 each in Human Resources. Cash or checks will be accepted, payable to BRH. We have BLUE, PINK, CLEAR, and RED to choose from.

---

**Coming Soon!**

*B.E.H.R. CARE*

Bartlett Electronic Health Record

144 Days…and counting!